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NEW QUESTION: 1

Ein Techniker bereitet ein Prozessor-Upgrade auf einem
kritischen Unternehmensserver vor. Welche der folgenden
VorsichtsmaÃŸnahmen sollten ZUERST getroffen werden, bevor
solche Arbeiten an einem System ausgefÃ¼hrt werden? (WÃ¤hlen
Sie ZWEI).
A. Alle SchmuckstÃ¼cke entfernen
B. Stellen Sie sicher, dass die Luftfeuchtigkeit im Raum
abgesenkt ist
C. Entladen Sie alle Kondensatoren im Netzteil
D. Stellen Sie sicher, dass das Netzteil an eine geerdete
Steckdose angeschlossen ist
E. Legen Sie ein antistatisches Armband an
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
For what purpose can you use a statistical internal
order?(Choose two)
A. Overhead surcharges.
B. Budget and availability control.
C. Cost planning.
D. Settlement.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Mule application A receives a request Anypoint MQ message REQU
with a payload containing a variable-length list of request
objects. Application A uses the For Each scope to split the
list into individual objects and sends each object as a message
to an Anypoint MQ queue.
Service S listens on that queue, processes each message
independently of all other messages, and sends a response
message to a response queue.
Application A listens on that response queue and must in turn
create and publish a response Anypoint MQ message RESP with a
payload containing the list of responses sent by service S in
the same order as the request objects originally sent in REQU.
Assume successful response messages are returned by service S
for all request messages.
What is required so that application A can ensure that the
length and order of the list of objects in RESP and REQU match,
while at the same time maximizing message throughput?
A. OUsea Scatter-Gather within the For Each scope to ensure
response message order Configure the Scatter-Gather with a
persistent object store
B. Keep track of the list length and all object indices in
REQU, both in the For Each scope and in all communication
involving service Use persistent storage when creating RESP
C. Use an Async scope within the For Each scope and collect
response messages in a second For Each scope in the order In

which they arrive, then send RESP using this list of responses
D. Perform all communication involving service S synchronously
from within the For Each scope, so objects in RESP are in the
exact same order as request objects in REQU
Answer: B
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